
Credo

Consummately luxurious. Travel without compromises. MotorhoMes  out  of  pass ion



Strikingly luxurious.
The art of making luxury motorhomes is revealed where space is limited. That’s why we’ve created the 
Credo for you – consisting of three motorhome models that can stand up to the large integrated and 
alcove vehicles. 

Concorde. passion from tradition. Constant innovation, craftsmanship, and the relentless pursuit of 
perfection have made Concorde the market leader in the premium segment of the motorhome industry. 
Since 1981 we’ve been designing, developing, and building products of the highest quality. With a 
passion that makes it possible to manufacture absolutely top products. With us, you have only one 
choice: you’ll always receive nothing but the best. 
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Concorde Credo Emotion
unparalleled comfort in a compact motorhome. Even in a compact motorhome, there’s no 
reason for you to do without any amenities: The Credo Emotion has the same stand-out qualities 
as the large Concorde models. For instance, it has an uninterrupted, unstepped double floor, a 
water heater, and our innovative wall design. The only thing we saved on with the Credo Emotion 
is the price. And this is what you’ll ultimately benefit from.

Emotion
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Concorde Credo Action
unparalleled roadworthiness for an alcove. The Credo Action is the motorhome for active 
travellers, whether a couple or a family with children. At the same time, no other model in the 
Concorde family better represents our company’s tradition. We started to build alcove models 
with a double floor construction on an Iveco chassis more than 15 years ago. And you’ll benefit 
from those years of experience, particularly with the Credo alcove. From floor plans to bed 
sizes to storage compartment design – every detail of this motorhome is based on the unique 
Concorde know-how.

Action
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Concorde Credo Passion
unparalleled driving views for a motorhome. The Credo Passion on an Inveco chassis impresses 
with an innovative cab design, which you’ll find that other manufacturers offer only with their 
premium models. The Passion’s chassis was modified to raise the driver’s position and move it 
closer to the front. This provides you with a better view of traffic and in addition enables the two 
cockpit seats to integrate perfectly into the large living room.

Passion
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Unparalleled roominess 
with the feeling of a much 
larger model.
Living. The Credo impresses with an interior design that until now 
was reserved only for the premium segment. A well-illuminated 
living area, furniture with gentle lines, with doors and flaps in 
genuine wood veneer. 

The Concorde One-Level Concept creates a continuous feeling 
of generous space, from the driver’s cabin to the bedroom. And 
because we’ve eliminated a step in the living area, annoying 
instances of tripping are a thing of the past. 

Credo
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Unparalleled taste 
in the kitchen.
Cooking. The kitchen in the Credo also shows a clear 
commitment to quality and function. The three-burner cooker, 
single-lever tap mixer, and Corisan countertop with built-in 
sink set standards in this class in terms of ergonomics, 
design, and functionality. Large storage compartments 
above and below the work area enable all needed utensils 
to be stowed out of sight in no time at all. The 160-litre AES 
refrigerator with separate freezer compartment offers more 
than enough room for fresh food. 

Credo
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Unparalleled comfort that might have 
you sleeping through your holiday. 
sleeping. When it comes to the Credo’s bedroom, our designers also thought of everything you’ll need 
in order to be able to stretch out and relax after an exciting day. First of all, there are a variety of bed 
alternatives – all with generous mattress dimensions. Depending on the floor plan, you can choose 
between a bed mounted laterally in the rear, a bed in the middle, or twin beds. The Credo Action also 
comes outfitted with a comfortable alcove bed, while the two integrated models offer an optional 
fold-away bed. 

All feature the Concorde Comfort-Plus bed system, a perfect combination of slatted frame and 
cold-foam mattress, enabling a good night’s sleep. And if you’d like to do a bit of reading before 
turning in, numerous LED spots and indirect lighting ensure pleasant light.

Credo
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Unparalleled 
amenities for 
beginning the day.
revitalising. Enjoy the Concorde premium bath 
design: The pumps and plumbing systems we employ 
create the necessary water pressure for taking a 
shower just like at home.

A well-conceived design makes the bathroom feel 
very spacious. There's also plenty of space in the 
large closet. A separate dressing area completes the 
bathroom. 

Credo
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Unparalleled storage while 
on the road. 
stowing. The Credo models offer surprising storage solutions. 
Numerous base, ceiling, and hanging cabinets provide unimagined 
possibilities for stowing your travel items. Whether in the large rear 
garage or the storage area in the double flooring: even bulky items 
can be taken with you on holiday. 

Credo
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Unparalleled design of 
electronics.
electronics. One of our most important innovations is the redesign 
of the entire electronics system. In today's Concorde models, you'll 
find all service-related electronic assemblies located in the area of 
the rear garage for ease of servicing and maintenance – i.e. batteries, 
fuses, power inverter, and the like. This means an end to lengthy 
searching and installing, as well as repositioning of seating 
arrangements. 

Credo



Unparalleled perfection 
of construction.
Cabin construction. Concord is synonymous in motorhome construction with perfect insulation and outstanding stability. This is primarily 
due to the fully caulked Solidtherm cabin construction using rigid sheets of polyurethane foam and having no thermal bridge, as well as 
insulation of the side walls with solid, 30 mm RTM foam. In addition, sub- and intermediate floors are sandwiched during manufacture and 
provided with 60 mm of insulation – offering you noticeable benefits when heating as well. Side skirts, fenders, and the front and rear 
elements are made of highly stable yet elastic fibreglass composite material. 

The completely flat wall surfaces constructed out of sandwiched aluminium make the Credo an all-around shiny, beautiful motorhome. 
And to ensure that it remains this way over time, aluminium roof mouldings with rainwater diverters on the Credo Emotion and the 
Credo Passion help keep side walls free of dirt. 

Credo
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Our drive for 
your passion.
the essence of mobile travel. Products can only be as good as 
the people who make them. We wouldn’t have been able to design 
and build ever more innovative premium motorhomes over the 
past 30 years without excellent employees in all business units. 
All of them work together to create unbelievably beautiful vehicles 
that meet your demands for comfortable motorhomes of the highest 
quality. Always in the pursuit of perfection, with never-waning 
gratification, enthusiasm, and inspiration. This is because they share 
a passion for motorhomes. And this is what we share with you.

Passion
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Unparalleled forms.
floor plans. Whether alcoves or integrated models – the Credo's 
floor plans are well conceived and thoroughly tested with regard 
to both structure and function. This is an expression of form that 
makes your journey all the more pleasant.

Credo

Credo emotion 693 h

Credo emotion 783 L

Credo emotion 713 h

Credo emotion 783 h

Credo emotion 781 L*
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TV

TV

TV

TV

TV

Credo action 745 rL

Credo action 795 rL

Credo action 803 h

Credo action 861 L

Credo action 863 L

Credo action 863 st

Credo action 891 M

Credo passion 793 h

Credo passion 793 L

Credo passion 831 L*

*only available for export.

Credo passion 833 L

Credo passion 833 M



Unparalleled harmony.
fabric combinations. Select from various combinations of leather, 
textile, and microfiber. All materials were manufactured by select 
workshops in accordance with Concorde‘s strict quality requirements. 
Thanks to the large selection, you‘re able to have interior furnishings 
reflect your personal style. And regardless of the choice you make: 
All upholstery matches exceptionally well with the furniture decor 
in your Concorde motorhome.

If you have any questions, please don‘t hesitate to contact your 
Concorde dealer.
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All information and drawings apply to Concorde motorhomes built beginning in August 2011. Model programme, technical data, and features may vary from country to country. Design implementation is 
based on German roadway and vehicle-registration regulations (Straßenverkehrsordnung, StVO; Straßenverkehrs-Zulassungs-Ordnung, StVZO). We reserve the right to make changes, including without 
prior notification. Your Concorde dealer will be glad to provide you with current information. Please note that some vehicles are depicted with optional features that may deviate from standard packages.

Concorde reisemobile Gmbh 
Concorde-Straße 2-4, 96132 Schlüsselfeld-Aschbach 

Phone +49 95 55 / 92 25–0, Fax +49 95 55 / 92 25–44 
www.concorde.eu, www.concorde-emotion.de 

email: info@concorde.eu

MotorhoMes  out  of  pass ion


